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FIG. 1. Mass distributions for w+x n+p events (reaction 1) in 20-MeV bins. (a) ~'p mass distribution, all events
double counted; (b) x+n mass distribution, all events double counted; (c) w+n mass distribution with 6'+ selected
and ~t&@&0.4 GeV; (d) same as (c) but tt&at&0. 1 GeVt.

restricted sample of them later on (Sec. III C). After
the ~" selection we are left with the following:

(1') w'p-w'w d,", 32100 events, ~t» &0 4GeV', .
23400 events, t t~z, &0.1 GeV',

(2') w'p-K'K h", 682 events, t t~at &0.1 GeV',

(3') w'p-w'w w'w L", 2470 events,
~
t'q~ &0.1 GeV,

(4') w'p-w'w MMA", 9600 events,
]'~ &0.1 GeV',

(6') w'p-K'(K')A", 140 events, t~~a &0.1 GeV',
(6') w'p K'K'tt-", 63 events, t t~at &0.1 GeV'.
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FIG. 2. Mass distribution for K'K n+p events (reaction 2) in 30-MeV bins. (a) n+p mass distribution, all events;
(b) K'K mass distribution, all events; (c) K+K mass distribution with b++ selected and ~t&z, ~& 0.1 GeVt.
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FIG. 11. Phases and inelasticities of I =0 s wave and I =1p wave. The crosses are the points calculated from our
data. The horizontal bars of the crosses give size of bins used in the fit to the moments and cross section. The vertical
bars indicate the calculated error at a given mass. These errors are purely statistical and do not reflect possible sys-
tematic effects introduced by extrapolation procedure. The dots correspond to the elastic "down" and "up" solutions of
Baton, Laurens, and Reignier (Ref. 26). The open circles are the results of Baillon et al. (Ref. 27).

ancy is due either to non-n-exchange background
or to our crude estimate of the M7 cross section
(see Sec. III C).
With the parameters obtained from our fit we

can compute the phases and inelasticities. These
are tabulated in Table VI and shown in Figs. 11
and 12 for case 1 (see Table IV). We point out that
the given errors are computed by standard propa-
gation of error and reflect only the statistical er-
rors; they do not reflect the inherent uncertainties
in performing an extrapolation. They should be
considered only as an indication of the minimum
error in our computed values. How accurate our
results really are can only be ascertained by com-
parison with results of an experiment at different
energy with comparable statistics.
For the p-wave phase shift (6,') we obtain the

well-known Breit-Wigner shape (with 6,'=90 at
0.772 GeV, 5,'=45'at 0.703 GeV, and 5,'=135 at
0.863 GeV); the inelasticity (q,') is close to unity
within errors, although by 1.13 GeV it could be as

small as 0.8. The I =0 d-wave phase shift (6,')
around 1 GeV is larger than we would expect for
the f, meson alone. This wave also seems to be
quite inelastic (g,' = 0.80 at 1.070 GeV). This re-
sult has to be viewed with caution because it de-
pends strongly on what is assumed for the f-wave
inelasticity, and non- v-exchange background (or
absorption) may have a substantial effect on these
waves. The effect of the I =2 d wave (6', ) is small;
we can obtain a good fit by setting 5', =0 through-
out. The f-wave phase shift is small and negative
under the p and becomes positive past the wm

threshold. As indicated before, the obtained in-
elasticity is too small to be compatible with the
data in the inelastic channels; we believe that it
is simply acting as a parametrization of back-
ground (or a failure of the extrapolation). What
bearing various effects may have on our results
will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.
The most interesting results are the phase shift

and inelasticity of the I =0 s wave. The phase
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The	la1ce	approach
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Regulariza3on:	La1ce	QCD
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The path integral becomes a 
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Femto	universe
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Why	the	la1ce?

Con3nuum	QFT	is	singular:	regular	formula3on	needed	

Hadrons	are	non-perturba3ve	compounds:	non-pert.	

method	needed	

Gauge	invariance	is	important:	gauge	inv.	formula3on	

preferred	

Limit	to	“con3nuum	QCD”:	should	be	controllable
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dynamical	quarks:	u,d	…	s	…c	…b	…	

light	quarks	(pion	mass	↘︎	140	MeV)	

la1ce	spacing	(mostly	a>0.05	fm)	

la1ce	size	(typically	2-6	fm)	

limited	sta3s3cs	

analysis	of	correlators	(operator	set,	asympto3c	

behavior)

can	be	controlled/improved

“Femto	universe”	-	is	it	systema3cally	controllable?

?
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Nucleon excited states Results Summary

Phase shift analysis

Asymptotically only stable states can be observed and resonances
have to be identified by their impact on the finite volume states.

Luescher formula connects the discrete spectrum in finite volume
with the scattering phase shift in infinite volume

det[e2i�(M(q)� i)� (M(q) + i)] = 0

Approaches

8

La1ce	QCD QCD	inspired		
con3nuum	models

Hybrid	approaches

discrete	energy	levels

solve	la1ce		
regularised	QFT	

of	quarks	and	gluons

HAL-QCD	
Use	input	from	LQCD	

“la1cise”	by	replacing	
mom.	integra3on	
by	la1ce	sum

Bethe-Salpeter	eq.

compute	hadron	
propagators

Eff.	Hamiltonian	
(ChEFT,	HEFT,..)	

cons3tuent	quarks	
Unitarized	ChPT	

Bethe-Salpeter	eq.

NLEFT;	
hadron	EFT	on	a	

la1ce
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Milestones
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HSC(2011,	2013)

realization of the symmetry above (e.g., [26,27]). For the
purposes of these comparisons, it is helpful to introduce a
spectroscopic notation: X2Sþ1L!J

P, where X is the
Nucleon N or the Delta !, S is the Dirac spin, L ¼
S; P;D; . . . denotes the combined angular momentum of
the derivatives, ! ¼ S, M, or A is the permutational sym-
metry of the derivative, and JP is the total angular momen-
tum and parity. This notation also is used in Table IV,
which we discuss now.

In the negative-parity N# spectrum, there is a pattern of
five low-lying levels, consisting of two N1

2
$ levels, two

N3
2
$ levels, and one N5

2
$ level. The triplet of higher levels

in this group of five is nearly degenerate with a pair of !1
2
$

and !3
2
$ levels. This pattern of Nucleon and Delta levels is

consistent with an L ¼ 1$ P-wave spatial structure with
mixed symmetry, PM . As shown in Table IV, the same
numbers of states are obtained in the SUð6Þ 'Oð3Þ classi-
fication for the negative-parity Nucleon and Delta states

constructed from the ‘‘nonrelativistic’’ Pauli spinors as we
find in the lattice spectra. The lowest two N#$ states are
dominated by operators constructed in the notation of
Eq. (13) as NM ' ðS ¼ 1

2
þÞM ' ðL ¼ 1$ÞM ! JP ¼ 1

2
$

and 3
2
$, while the three higher N#$ levels are dominated

by operators constructed according to NM ' ðS ¼ 3
2
þÞS '

ðL ¼ 1$ÞM with JP ¼ 1
2
$, 3

2
$ and 5

2
$. Similarly, the low-

lying Delta levels are consistent with a !1
2
$ and !3

2
$

assignment. There are no low-lying negative-parity S ¼ 3
2

Delta states since a totally symmetric state (up to antisym-
metry in color) cannot be formed. Consequently, there is no
low-lying !5

2
$, which agrees with the lattice spectrum. In

the nonrelativistic quark model [26], a hyperfine contact
term is introduced to split the doublet and quartet states up
and down, respectively, compared to unperturbed levels
and the tensor part of the interaction provides some addi-
tional splitting. The result is that the doublet Delta states
are nearly degenerate with the quartet Nucleon states as is
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FIG. 11 (color online). Spin-identified spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas from the lattices at m! ¼ 524 MeV, in units of the
calculated " mass.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Spin-identified spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas from the lattices at m! ¼ 396 MeV, in units of the
calculated " mass.
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as given in Table I. Thus, the physical ! mass is used to
set the scale. The patterns of these states are very similar
for the different baryons. For the flavor-octet states,
there are two 1

2
! states, two 3

2
! states and one 5

2
! state.

For each baryon, the energy increases with spin J and the
highest energy is about 300 MeVabove the lowest energy,
independent of the baryon. For the flavor-decuplet case,
there is one 1

2
! state and one 3

2
! state with about

70 to 100 MeV splitting, "10 being an exception.

The flavor-singlet case has the same pattern except that
the energies are lower and the splitting is larger.
In a previous analysis of the nucleon spectrum using

Nf ¼ 2 QCD, we obtained five low-lying negative-
parity states in the lattice irreps G1u, Hu and G2u [15].
They could be interpreted as two Nð12!Þ states, two Nð32!Þ
states and one Nð52!Þ state, thus agreeing with the present
work. A later analysis based on Nf ¼ 2þ 1 QCD obtained
a sixth low-lying state, namely a third Nð32!Þ [10]; however
that extra state was not as well determined. Both of the
mentioned works yielded two low-lying Nð12!Þ states, as
does this work. The extra low-lying Nð32!Þ state is not
obtained in this work. We conclude that the third Nð32!Þ
state is spurious, and that the low-lying spectrum has a total
of five negative-parity states, with strong evidence for low-
lying bands consistent with SUð6Þ &Oð3Þ symmetry.
Reference [16] provides the masses of a few low-lying,

negative-parity states of the nucleon based on several pion
masses, including m! ¼ 156 MeV. For m! values close to
400 MeV, there is good agreement with our masses for the
two lowest Nð12!Þ states shown in Fig. 7. Reference [17]
provides masses for several low-lying, negative-parity #
states. Lower pion masses were used in Ref. [17]; however,
for the three lowest #ð12!Þ states obtained at m! '
280 MeV, there is acceptable agreement with our results
at m! ¼ 391, namely for the #1ð12!Þ state in Fig. 8 and the
two #8ð12!Þ states in Fig. 7. Reference [18] also provides
masses for three low-lying#ð12!Þ states at several values of
m! using a larger lattice volume. Those results are reason-
ably consistent with the masses of our three lowest-lying
#ð12!Þ states.
We note that there are several important limitations of

the present study. They have been discussed in Ref. [5] and
we conclude with a brief summary of them. The 163 ( 128
lattice used is small, with spatial dimensions of about
1.9 fm on a side. The pion masses used are significantly
larger than the physical mass. No operators that efficiently
couple onto scattering states (e.g., !N) are included.
Studies of the resonances that correspond to the three-
quark states will require improvements that overcome
each of these limitations.

IV. SUMMARY

This work presents results for baryons based on lattice
QCD using the 163 ( 128 anisotropic lattices that were
developed in Ref. [4]. Excited state spectra are calculated
for baryons that can be formed from u, d and s quarks,
namely the N, $, #, ", % and ! families of baryons, for
two pion masses, 391 MeV and 524 MeV, and at the
SUð3ÞF-symmetric point corresponding to a pion mass of
702 MeV.
The interpolating operators used incorporate covariant

derivatives in combinations that correspond to angular-
momentum quantum numbers L ¼ 0, 1 and 2. The angular

FIG. 8 (color online). The lowest negative-parity states that are
flavor singlets (beige) and decuplets (yellow) are shown for
m! ¼ 391 MeV.

FIG. 7 (color online). The lowest negative-parity states that are
flavor octets are shown for m! ¼ 391 MeV.

EDWARDS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 054506 (2013)

054506-10

Edwards	et	al.	(HSC)	Phys.Rev.	D87,	054506	(2013).

mπ=391	MeV

Simple	ha
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Spectroscopy

10

Ground	state	spectroscopy
Is	correct	only	for	stable	par3cles.		
Simple	hadron	approach		qqq	or	qq	
is	valid	only	below	scaOering	threshold	
(“bound	states”	or	“ar3ficial	bound	states”)

Resonances	and	bound	states
require	inclusion	of	hadron-hadron	
channels	in	the	calcula3on.		
Mul1-hadron	approach:	we	need	to	extend	
the	space	of	operators:	(qq)(qq),(qqq)(qq),
(qqq)(qqq)…

Excited	states	spectroscopy	
and	scaOering	amplitudes
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What	is	the	challenge?

11

BM	➛	BM

MM	➛	MM

pn

π π+ 0

K0 K+

π0 π-

More	terms	
More	quark	propagators	
Backtracking	loops	are	expensive!

Stochas3c	method	and		
“Dis3lla3on	method”	
Peardon	et	al.	(HSC),	PR	D	80,	054506	(2009).	  
Morningstar	et	al.,	PR	D	83,	114505	(2011).	
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Con3nuum	vs.	la1ce

12

Correla3on	func3ons	have	discrete	energy	levels!

One	cannot	arbitrarily	fix	the	energies:	they	are	eigenvalues	depending	
on	the	control	parameters	(volume,	couplings,…).

Example:		

Spectral	density	of	a	simple	
resonance	in	con3nuum		
and	the	discrete	energies		
for	a	la1ce	volume
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Elas3c	scaOering
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“Lüscher	curves”
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Energy	levels	En	→	p	cot	δ	→	δ(En)(la1ce	loop	term)
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Con3nua3on	below	threshold:	Bound	states
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Predic3ng	posi3ve	parity	Bs	
mesons	from	la1ce	QCD	
CBL,	Mohler	et	al.,	Physics	
LeOers	B	750	(2015)	17

Example:	BK	scaOering	in	JPC=0++	near	threshold

Bound	state	Bs0	with			
m(Bs0)	=	5.711(13)(19)	GeV	

C.B. Lang et al. / Physics Letters B 750 (2015) 17–21 19

Table 3
Energy levels for J P = 0+ (upper set), 1+ (middle set) and 2+ (lower set). A correlated 2-exponential fit is used and m̄ = 1

4 (mBs + 3mB∗
s
) with m̄ = 1.62897(43) in lattice 

units. t0 denotes the reference point in the generalized eigenvalue problem. Energy 2 in the middle set corresponds to the B∗
s1(5830). The lower set shows the naive energy 

level for the J P = 2+ and corresponds to the B∗
s2(5840) using the same operator basis used in [10] for the D∗

s2.

Level t0 Basis Fit range χ2

d.o.f Ea E − m̄ [GeV] (ap)2 ap cot(δ) p2 [GeV2] p cot(δ) [GeV]

1 2 O 1,2,4,5,7 4–16 0.53 1.7735(44) 0.315(9) −0.0128(19) −0.106(10) −0.0606(88) −0.231(23)

2 2 O 1,2,4,5,7 4–16 1.05 1.8213(29) 0.419(6) 0.0066(13) −0.116(18) 0.0312(62) −0.252(40)

3 2 O 1,2,4,5,7 3–13 1.35 1.9139(59) 0.620(13) 0.0535(35) −0.045(76) 0.2532(165) −0.097(166)

1 2 O 3,4,6,9,11 4–14 0.67 1.7919(51) 0.353(11) −0.0141(22) −0.113(11) −0.067(11) −0.246(25)

2 2 O 3,4,6,9,11 3–14 0.85 1.8255(42) 0.428(9) – – – –
3 2 O 3,4,6,9,11 3–14 0.54 1.8395(45) 0.457(10) 0.0050(24) −0.142(49) 0.024(11) −0.308(106)

4 2 O 3,4,6,9,11 3–14 1.19 1.9406(50) 0.677(11) 0.0566(31) 0.021(67) 0.268(15) 0.046(145)

1 2 O 1,2 4–14 0.43 1.8357(51) 0.450(11) – – – –

Fig. 1. Plot of ap cot δ(p) vs. (ap)2 for BK scattering in s-wave. Circles are values 
from our simulation; solid lines (red in the web version of the article) following the 
Lüscher curves (broken lines) indicate the error band. The full line gives the linear 
fit (3) to the points. Below threshold |p| is added and the zero of the combination 
(4) indicates the bound state position in infinite volume. Displayed uncertainties are 
statistical only.

where we assume that the closeness of the BKπ threshold can be 
ignored for our simulation. All operators are built according to the 
distillation method from quark sources that are eigenvectors of the 
spatial Laplacian, providing a smearing with a Gaussian-like enve-
lope. The gauge links are four-dimensional normalized hypercubic 
(nHYP) smeared [47].

We omit B(∗)
s π interpolators since we work in the isospin limit 

where such decays cannot occur. We also neglect B(∗)
s η, partially 

motivated by the threshold lying O(140 MeV) above the B(∗)K
threshold. Inclusion would necessitate a coupled channel study 
which would need several volumes and considerably complicate 
the calculation.

As in earlier experience it turned out that the full set of op-
erators gave noisier signals than suitable subsets so for the final 
analysis we use the operator set (1, 2, 4, 5, 7). The energy values 
resulting from correlated 2-exponential fits to the eigenvalues are 
given in Table 3.

In this channel B and K are in s-wave. If there is a bound state 
one expects an eigenstate with energy approaching the bound 
state energy from below in the infinite volume limit. The levels 
above threshold then would be dominated by BK operators with 
back-to-back momenta. This is exactly what is seen from the over-
lap ratios: The lowest level is dominated by operators 1, 2 and 4, 
level 2 by the B(0)K (0) operator 5 and level 3 by the B(1)K (−1)

operator 7.
As shown in (3) we can use the values of p cot δ(p) from 

Lüscher’s relation to determine the effective range parametrization 
near threshold. The energy eigenvalues give the points shown in 
Fig. 1 together with a linear fit. The value and slope at threshold 
can be related to the scattering length and effective range:

Table 4
Systematic uncertainties in the mass determination of the below-threshold 
states with quantum numbers J P = 0+, 1+ . The heavy-quark discretization 
effects are quantified by calculating the Fermilab-method mass mismatches 
and employing HQET power counting [34] with % = 700 MeV. The dominant 
contributions arise from mismatches in mB and mE and their size as a frac-
tion of the reference scale % can be seen in Fig. 3 of [34]. The finite volume 
uncertainties are estimated conservatively by the difference of the lowest en-
ergy level and the pole position (see also Equations (9) and (28) of [48]). 
The last line gives the effect of using only the two points near threshold for 
the effective range fit. The third point might be affected more strongly by the 
B(∗)

s η threshold, so it is reassuring that the difference in results between two-
point and three-point fits is minimal. The total uncertainty has been obtained 
by adding the single contributions in quadrature.

Source of uncertainty Expected size [MeV]

heavy-quark discretization 12
finite volume effects 8
unphysical Kaon, isospin & EM 11
b-quark tuning 3
dispersion relation 2
spin-average (experiment) 2
scale uncertainty 1
3 pt vs. 2 pt linear fit 2

total 19

aBK
0 = −0.85(10) fm , rBK

0 = 0.03(15) fm . (6)

Equation (4) gives the bound state position. From this the bind-
ing energy is estimated to be mB + mK − mBs0 =64(13)(19) MeV; 
thus, using the physical threshold as input to minimize systematic 
effects, we predict a bound state Bs0 with J P = 0+ at a mass of

mBs0 = 5.711(13)(19) GeV . (7)

The first error is due to statistics and the effective range fit, and 
the second value is our estimate for the systematic error with the 
main contributions due to heavy quark discretization, unphysical 
Kaon mass, and finite volume effects. Details of this uncertainty 
estimate are provided in Table 4.

For J P = 1+ we computed cross-correlations between eight s̄b
(in the form given in Table XIII of [10]) and three B∗K (irrep T +

1 ) 
operators:

O 9 ≡ O B∗ K
1,k = [s̄γ5u] (p⃗ = 0) [ūγkb] (p⃗ = 0) + {u → d} ,

O 10 ≡ O B∗ K
2,k = [s̄γtγ5u] (p⃗ = 0) [ūγtγkb] (p⃗ = 0) + {u → d} ,

O 11 ≡ O B∗ K
3,k =

!

p⃗=±ex,y,z 2π/L

[s̄γ5u] (p⃗) [ūγkb] (−p⃗) + {u → d} .

Comparing various subsets of operators the most stable set was 
(3, 4, 6, 9, 11), where four energy levels could be determined (Ta-
ble 3).

Based on the overlaps, levels 3 and 4 are dominated by opera-
tors 9 (B∗(0)K (0)) and 11 (B∗(1)K (−1)), respectively. The lowest 

(EB=64(13)(19)	MeV)
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Compute all cross-correlations for several 
lattice operators with the same quantum 
numbers:

Solve the eigenvalue problem. The 
eigenvalues give the energy levels:

The eigenvectors are “fingerprints” of the 
state and allow to identify the “composition” 
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How	to	get	the	energy	levels?
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Lüscher,Wolff: NPB339(90)222
Michael, NPB259(85)58
See also Blossier et al., 
JHEP0904(09)094
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ψ(3770)	,X(3872),		
Z(3900)	
Ds	and	DK,	D*K	
Bs	and	BK,	B*K

ππ	p-wave	(ρ)	and	s-wave	(σ)	
πK	p-wave	(K*)	and	s-wave	(κ)	
ρπ(a1),		ωπ	(b1)…	
phase	shiDs,	scaOering	lengths

(ππ,	KK),	(πK,	ηK)

Nπ

Coupled	channel	formalism	
(beyond	the	elas3c	region)

Heavy-heavy	and	heavy-light	
quark	mesons	near	thresholds

Meson-baryon	resonances

First	steps:	Light	quark	
elas3c	resonance	region	
results

David	Wilson
Carsten	Urbach

Daniel	Mohler
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20152012 2014

p
s�(s) cot �(s) = m2

⇢ � s

gρππ ¼ 5.61ð12Þ; mρa ¼ 0.4846ð37Þ; mρ ¼ 772ð6Þð8Þ MeV: (1)

These results agree within error with the results based on the continuum dispersion relation that were presented in the
paragraph after Eq. (41).
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data with lattice d.r.
gρππ = 5.64(19); mρ = 0.5035(45)

data with continuum d.r.
gρππ = 5.61(12); mρ = 0.4846(37)
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FIG. 2 (color online). Data for ððap$Þ3=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sa2

p
Þ cot δðsÞ as a function of sa2, fitted to straight line behavior. We also include data using

the lattice dispersion relation to allow for a comparison with the previously published results.
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Example:	ππ	➛	ρ	➛	ππ
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Beyond	the	elas3c	region:	coupled	channels

24

Extension	to	several	coupled	channels	

Briceno	et	al	.,	PR	D	88,	034502	(2013)
Briceno	et	al	,	PR	D	88,	094507	(2013)
Briceno	et	al	.,	PR	D	89,	074507	(2014)

two	nucleons
moving	mul3channels
arbitrary	spin

Cij(t) ≡ ⟨Xi(t)Xj(0)⟩ =
!

n

⟨Xi|n⟩ e
−tEn ⟨n|Xj⟩
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"
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det
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Bernard	et	al	.,	JHEP	1101	(2011)	019

“..to	boldly	go,	where..”

Matrices	T,	Z:

Döring	et	al.,	Eur.	Phys.	J.	A	47,	139	(2011) coupled	channels
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N atm g a2

t �0 a2

t �1 a2

t �2 �2/N
dof

– 0.13172(36) 0.4475(52) – – – 27.0/(22� 2) = 1.3
0 0.13164(36) 0.4611(66) 5.4(17) – – 16.8/(22� 3) = 0.88
1 0.13161(37) 0.4677(82) �3.3(67) 2.6(22) – 15.6/(22� 4) = 0.86
2 0.13165(37) 0.4679(89) �21.5(74) 16.6(24) �2.4(4) 14.8/(22� 5) = 0.87

TABLE III. K-matrix descriptions of the elastic spectrum using Eq. 5.
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FIG. 10. P -wave ⇡⇡ isospin-1 elastic scattering phase-shift.
Points as in Figure 7. Curves illustrate the K-matrix descrip-
tions given in Table III, plus a K-matrix description using
the simple phase-space, ⇢, in place of the Chew-Mandelstam
function.

leading partial-wave, and we have determined one low-
lying energy level in each, as shown in Fig. 5. Us-
ing Eq. 1 to obtain the phase-shift, under the reason-
able assumption that higher partial-waves are negligible,
we find �⇡⇡

3

= (0.45 ± 0.60 ± 0.28)� from the point at
a
t

Ecm = 0.14763(51) in [100]B
1

. The level at a
t

Ecm =
0.18712(53) in [100]B

2

, which is slightly outside the elas-
tic region, yields a phase-shift of �⇡⇡

3

= (�0.2±1.6±1.8)�.
It is clear that the F -wave is negligibly small at low en-
ergies.

We may repeat the analysis described above to deter-
mine the P -wave scattering amplitude, also allowing a
non-zero F -wave amplitude to influence the spectrum.
A description of the 22 levels described previously plus
the [100]B

1

level, using a Breit-Wigner to describe the
P -wave and a scattering length parameterization for the
F -wave, k7 cot �

3

= 1/a
3

, yields a
3

= 19(14)⇥ 105 a7
t

, or
m7

⇡

· a
3

= 27(20) ⇥ 10�5, and P -wave Breit-Wigner pa-
rameters statistically compatible with those given above.
K-matrix variations produce similar results, with the F -
wave amplitude always being compatible with zero.

B. Coupled-channel ⇡⇡, KK scattering

We now consider the coupled-channel region above
KK threshold, where ⇡⇡ ! KK is expected to be the
first significant source of inelasticity. Although we will
use levels which lie above the 4⇡ and ⌘⇡⇡ thresholds,
we will not consider those to be open channels. We
expect the scattering amplitudes featuring these chan-
nels to be very small in the near-theshold energy region
– experimental support for this assertion comes from
the measured cross-sections for e+e� ! 4⇡ [39] and
e+e� ! ⌘⇡⇡ [40], neither of which has any significant
value until at least 300 MeV above threshold, likely due
to the dominance of meson-meson isobars in the ampli-
tudes. Our expectation is that if we were to include
operators resembling 4⇡ and/or ⌘⇡⇡ into our basis, we
would extract additional energy levels very close to non-
interacting levels corresponding to weak scattering am-
plitudes, decoupled from the ⇡⇡, KK channels that we
consider. These non-interacting levels will lie somewhat
above the corresponding thresholds. The formalism to
understand three-body and higher multiplicity scattering
amplitudes is not yet complete, although recent progress
is promising [17, 19, 20].
We consider coupled-channel K-matrices like those de-

scribed in Ref. [16], using Eq. 4 to define the t-matrix and
K

ij

being a 2⇥ 2 matrix. A particularly useful form for
K is

K
ij

(s) =
g
i

g
j

m2 � s
+

NX

n=0

�
(n)

ij

✓
s

s
0

◆
n

, (6)

where the explicit pole in the first term is an e�cient
way of obtaining a coupled-channel pole in the t-matrix.
While this parameterization permits a pole to occur in
the complex energy plane, it is the description of the fi-
nite volume energy levels which determines whether or
not this pole occurs close to the real axis and is thus
relevant. We use the Chew-Mandelstam form for the
phase space, subtracted at the pole position so that
Re I

i

(s = m2) = 0.
We make use of a total of 34 energy levels, shown by

the black points in Figures 3 and 4. Four of these states
show a significant overlap with a KK operator, whilst
the remaining levels in the coupled-channel region dom-
inantly overlap with ⇡⇡ operators. This corresponds to
using all energy levels below a

t

Ecm = 0.22, or below the
the first unknown “⇡⇡” level, whichever is lowest. This
spectrum can be described by the K-matrix of Eq. 6,
with N = 0, with parameters

Example:	(ππ,KK)	➛	ρ	➛	(ππ,KK)

25

D. J. Wilson et al., (HSC),PRD 92, 
094502 (2015) 
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D.J.	Wilson	et	al.	(HSC),	PRD	91,	054008	(2015)(πΚ,	ηΚ)

R.A.Briceno	et	al.,PRL	118,	022002	(2017)ππ-	s-wave

see	talk	by	David	Wilson

scaOering	lengths:	L.	Liu	et	al.,	arXiv	1612.02061 see	talk	by	Carsten	Urbach
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Extrapola3ng	to	physical	pion	mass

26

Bolton	et	al.	Phys.	Le?.	B757,	
50	(2016)

3

FIG. 1. The upper panel shows the I = 1 ⇡⇡ phase shift ob-
tained from the lattice QCD spectrum determined at m⇡ =
236 MeV as a function of the c.m. energy. The band corre-
sponds to the SU(2) U�PT fit. The dashed line shows the 4⇡
threshold. We do not show two noisy energy levels.

where µ is the renormalization scale. We define f0 such
that the left hand side coincides with the physical value
of the decay constant.

To perform a chiral extrapolation we must deter-
mine the lattice spacing. We use two definitions of
the lattice spacing. First, we use the ⌦ baryon mass,
which has been determined to be atmlatt.

⌦ = 0.2789(16)
at these quark masses [8]. By setting this equal to
atm

phys.
⌦ (mphys.

⌦ = 1672.45(29) MeV is the mass of

physical ⌦ baryon) we obtain the lattice spacing a[1]
t =

0.1668(10) GeV�1. Second, we perform an extrapolation
to the physical point of the lattice ⌦ baryon mass us-

ing m⌦(m⇡) = m⌦,0 + ↵ m2
⇡

m2
⌦

+ � m4
⇡

m4
⌦

determined for four

di↵erent values of atm⇡
atm⌦

2 [0.14 � 0.33] [8, 61]. We find

a[2]
t = 0.1630(14) GeV�1 with a �2/d.o.f. = 0.52. As-

suming that a[1]
t should coincide with a[2]

t , we perform all
fits using both of these lattice spacings and any deviation
of the result is incorporated into the systematic error. All
central values below are obtained using the mean value

of a[1]
t . As is shown below, this 2% error is the largest

source of uncertainty in our final result. This systematic
error is improvable.

Having 22 energy levels at a single quark mass and
spatial volume, we are able to fit the two unknown low-
energy coe�cients. The fit results in �2/Nd.o.f. = 1.26
for SU(2) U�PT and is shown in Fig. 1 compared to the
lattice determined phase shifts. The phase shift is plotted
as a function of the c.m. ⇡⇡ energy, E?

⇡⇡. The low-energy
coe�cients and correlations are found to be

↵1(770 MeV) = 14.7(4)(2)(1) ⇥ 10�3

1 �0.98

1

�

↵2(770 MeV) = �28(6)(3)(0111) ⇥ 10�3 (4)

The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is the sys-
tematic due to the determination of the ⇡ mass and the
anisotropy of the lattice 4, and the third is an estimate
of the systematic due to the determination of the lattice

4
The ⇡ mass was determined in lattice units to be atm⇡ =

FIG. 2. I = 1 ⇡⇡ phase shifts at three pion masses. In red
we show the lattice-determined phase shifts, along with the
SU(2) U�PT fit to the spectrum atm⇡ = 236 MeV. The green
band shows the extrapolation to the experimental pion mass.
In blue we show the discrete points from the lattice calcula-
tion at m⇡ = 391 MeV [26] and the extrapolation from the
parameters determined from this 236 MeV fit. The extrap-
olated bands include both statistical and systematic errors
discussed in the text.

spacing. The symmetric matrix on the right of the co-
e�cients denotes the statistical correlation between the
two. By analytically continuing the scattering amplitude
to the complex plane we obtain the resonance pole at
these quark masses E⇢ = 782(2) � i

2 85(2) MeV with a
width, �⇢ ⌘ �2 Im(E⇢) = 85(2) MeV. We observe good
agreement with the result from the Hadron Spectrum col-
laboration where the poles were determined using other
parameterizations of the scattering amplitude. This em-
phasizes the fact that the lattice QCD spectrum properly
constrains the scattering phase shift independently of the
parameterization chosen.

The power of the U�PT amplitude is that it allows
one to extrapolate these quantities as a function of pion
mass. In Fig. 2 we show the result of this exercise using
the mean values of the coe�cients in Eq. 4 and propa-
gating both statistical and systematic uncertainties. We
show the postdiction for m⇡ = 140 MeV and m⇡ = 391
MeV, where an earlier calculation also extracted the ⇡⇡
scattering amplitude containing the ⇢ resonance [26]. We
emphasize that in Ref. [45] it is clearly explained that
U�PT is not expected to reliably describe lattice QCD
results above m⇡ ⇠ 300 � 350 MeV. Despite this formal
constraint and the slight deviation at m⇡ = 391 MeV
from the lattice results, U�PT produces phase shifts that
resemble both experimental and lattice determinations as
a function of m⇡.

In Fig. 3 we present our final result for the chiral ex-
trapolation of the ⇡⇡ phase shift using SU(2) U�PT.
The result include a propagation of statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties. The largest uncertainty is due to
the determination of the lattice spacing, where we aim

0.03928(18). The anisotropy of that lattice is defined as ⇠ =

as/at where as and at are the lattice spacings in the spatial and

temporal extents. The anisotropy has been determined to be

⇠ = 3.4534(61).
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FIG. 2. Results for the Nf = 2 lattice simulations (or-
dered by pion mass) of Bali et al./RQCD [22], Guo et

al./GWU [24], Göckeler et al./QCDSF [18], Lang et al. [20],
Feng et al./ETMC [19], Aoki et al./CP-PACS [17]. For each
result, the left picture shows the lattice data and fit, the right
figure shows the Nf = 2 chiral extrapolation (blue dashed
line/light blue area). Without changing this result, the KK̄
channel is then included to predict the e↵ect from the missing
strange quark (red solid line/light read area). Experimental
data (blue circles from [44], squares from [37]) are then post-
dicted. For inherent model uncertainties, see text.

FIG. 3. E↵ect of the KK̄ channel in the (m⇢, g) plane indi-
cated with arrows, after chiral extrapolation to the physical
pion mass. See Fig. 2 for the labeling of the extrapolations.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown, and only for the case
after including KK̄. See text for further explanations.

chiral and flavor extrapolations. As for the simulation
by Göckeler et al./QCDSF [18] we have also included the
data from M⇡ = 390 MeV in a combined fit, which signif-
icantly reduces uncertainties. The best fit barely changes
when fitting only the M⇡ = 240, 250 MeV phases. The
highest data point by Lang et al. [20] needed to be re-
moved to fulfill the mentioned �2 test. Including this
point barely changes the central result (red line) but only
leads to smaller uncertainties. The solution is also sta-
ble when removing the second-highest point and keep the
highest. For all fits, we have also checked that the inelas-
ticity from the KK̄ channel does not become larger than
the observed inelasticity [37].

In Fig. 3 we show the e↵ect of the KK̄ channel in
the (m⇢, g) plane. Remember that (m⇢, g) emerge from
Breit-Wigner fits to the UCHPT solutions. This is also
the case for the experimental point, indicated as “phys.”.
The comparability of all shown (m⇢, g) with other values
in the literature is therefore limited.

To keep the figure simple, no error bars are shown
for the chirally extrapolated results; see previous remark
on consistency of the fits. Once the KK̄ channel is
switched on, Fig. 3 shows that g and m⇢ are slightly
over-extrapolated. A probable reason is model deficiency,
although it could also come from the lattice simulations
themselves. On one hand, problems could originate from
the formulation: we include NLO contact terms [38] but
not the one-loop contributions at NLO as in Ref. [31]. On
the other hand, the LECs entering the ⇡⇡ ! KK̄ and
KK̄ ! KK̄ transitions are not fully determined from
the fit of Nf = 2 lattice data and therefore taken from
a global fit to experimental ⇡⇡ and ⇡K phase shifts in
di↵erent isospin and angular momentum, similar to that
of Ref. [39]. That global fit compromises between di↵er-

nf	=2

nf	=2		
adding	KK		
effects	

K ¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ E irrep], one of which will be disregarded in
any case in the phase-shift analysis below.
In the figure, we also show the energies of the non-

interacting two-particle states. The solid horizontal lines are
the noninteracting levels corresponding to the two-particle
interpolators explicitly included in our basis (given in
Table II), while the dashed lines correspond to other
distributions of the momentum among the noninteracting
pseudoscalar mesons. As we have not included interpola-
tors that explicitly resemble these momentum configura-
tions, we cannot rely on our extracted energy levels to be
sensitive to their presence and ignore these noninteracting
levels in our phase-shift analysis. As already discussed
above, in the A1 case the noninteracting ground states are
lower in energy than the levels that correspond to the
momentum distribution we have implemented (solid lines).
Nevertheless, we see no evidence of any coupling of the
interpolators within our basis to these states; see Fig. 2.
Note that for the Ns ¼ 64 ππ channel this level lies at
561 MeV, below the energy region shown in Fig. 3.
Levels that are irrelevant, due to large statistical errors for

the resulting phase shifts, will be excluded from our
subsequent analysis. These levels are depicted as crosses
in Fig. 3. We remind the reader that the deviations of the
measured energy levels shown in the figure from the
noninteracting two-particle levels (solid lines) are due to
the ρ and K$ resonances and encode the resonance
parameters.

B. Phase shift and resonance parameters

The center-of-momentum-frame energies Ecm and phase
shifts δðEcmÞ can both be extracted from measured lab-
frame energy levels EL in a given irrep (see Sec. II C),
where we assumemπ ¼ 149.5 MeV, in spite of the fact that
the measured pion mass on the small volume is larger by
10 MeV. This will be addressed in Sec. III C below.
We plot δðEcmÞ in Fig. 4, using the same color and

symbol scheme as in Fig. 3. As explained above, in our
determination of the phase shift we assume that one value
of l (l ¼ 1) dominates, such that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the extracted energy levels and the
points in the phase-shift curves. For clarity we omit all data
points from the figure with errors on the phase shift in
excess of π=5 (marked as crosses in Fig. 3). These have
little statistical impact and will therefore be excluded from
our analysis.
The ππ and Kπ phase shifts are each fitted to the BW

resonance form given in Eq. (15). Our fit to the ππ phase
shift results in χ2=d:o:f ¼ 8.9=7 and for the Kπ phase shift
we obtain χ2=d:o:f ¼ 19.2=7. These fits are included in
Fig. 4 (the grey hashed band for ππ scattering and the solid
orange one for Kπ scattering). In the ππ case the dashed
data point of the figure is slightly above the respective 4π
threshold. However, as discussed in the Introduction, the
effect of this inelastic threshold is expected to be negligible.

Moreover, excluding this point from the fit only produces a
hardly visible change. Since we have exact isospin sym-
metry in place, decays into three-pion final states are not
possible.
Figures 3 and 4 clearly show an increase in statistical

noise when going to smaller quark masses: the ππ scatter-
ing data have considerably larger error bars than the Kπ
data. From the BW fits shown, we find the values

mρ ¼ 716ð21Þð21Þ MeV; mK$ ¼ 868ð8Þð26Þ MeV;

ð18Þ

gρππ ¼ 5.64% 0.87; gK$Kπ ¼ 4.79% 0.49; ð19Þ

Γρ ¼ 113ð35Þð3Þ MeV; ΓK$ ¼ 30ð6Þð1Þ MeV; ð20Þ

for ππ and Kπ scattering, where the first errors are
statistical and the second errors reflect our 3% overall
scale uncertainty [31]. In the last row we also quote the
corresponding decay widths, obtained via Eq. (16). From a
given parametrization of the p-wave phase shift, assuming
partial wave unitarity and ignoring further inelastic thresh-
olds, we can analytically continue to the second (unphys-
ical) Riemann sheet (see, e.g., Ref. [46]) and determine
the position of the resonance pole. Using the BW
parametrization, for the ρ and K$ resonances we findffiffiffiffiffi
sR

p ¼½707ð17Þ− i55ð18Þ'MeV and
ffiffiffiffiffi
sR

p ¼½868ð10Þ−
i14.4ð3.4Þ'MeV, respectively. These numbers are

π/4

π/2

3π/4

π

 600  650  700  750  800  850  900  950  1000

δ

Ecm /MeV

ππ

Kπ

FIG. 4. The phase shift as a function of the center-of-momen-
tum-frame energy, Ecm, for p-wave ππ scattering around the ρ
resonance and Kπ scattering around the K$ resonance. The data
correspond to the lab-frame energies shown in Fig. 3, with
matched colors and symbols. The curves with error bands are
Breit-Wigner parametrizations. The dashed error bar indicates a
point in ππ scattering which lies above the four-pion threshold.

ρ AND K$ RESONANCES ON THE LATTICE AT … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 93, 054509 (2016)

054509-7

Bali et al., PRD 93,
 054509 (2016)

Recent	result	(nf=2)		
for	mπ=149	MeV

ρ	mass	too	small?
nf	dependence:	Hu	et	al.,	PRL	117,	
122001	(2016)

for	details	ask	Michael	Döring
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Coupled	channels:	need	to	combine	different	measurement,	
parametrisa3on,	interpola3on	for	K	matrix	elements

Resonance	pole	posi1on:	analy3c	con3nua3on	(parametrize	Re	T-1,	
disp.rel.;	leD	hand	cut?)

Unstable	decay	products: a1(1260)→ρπ→πππ		
b1(1235)→ωπ→ππππ	
Nπ→Roper→NΔ→Nππ	

									→Nρ→Nππ	
									→Nf0→Nππ

LaAce	operator	basis:	is	it	sufficiently	complete?
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Extension	to	3-par3cle	channels

Hansen	&	Sharpe,	Phys.	Rev.	D92,	114509	(2015)	[arXiv:1504.04248]

Hansen	&	Sharpe,PR	D	90,	116003	(2014)	[arXiv:1408.5933]	 quan3za3on	condi3on
Meißner	et	al.,PRL	114,	091602	(2015)	[arXiv:1412.4969]	 shallow	bound	states

…3-par3cles

But:	No	numerical	la1ce	results	yet!

Rusetsky,	PoS	LATTICE2015,	279	(2016)	[arXiv:1510.01206]

Hansen	&	Sharpe,	PR	D	95,	034501	(2017)
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L.	Liu	et	al.	(HSC),	JHEP	1207,	126	(2012),	[1204.5425]

Challenge:	Spin	
iden3fica3on	(from	
la1ce	irreps)

J
H
E
P
0
7
(
2
0
1
2
)
1
2
6

Figure 14. Summary of the charmonium spectrum up to around 4.5 GeV labelled by JPC. The
red and green boxes are the masses calculated on the 243 volume; black lines are experimental
values from the PDG [21]. We show the calculated (experimental) masses with the calculated
(experimental) ⌘c mass subtracted. The vertical size of the boxes represents the one sigma statistical
uncertainty on either side of the mean. The dashed lines indicate the lowest non-interacting DD̄

and DsD̄s levels using the D and Ds masses measured on the 163 ensemble (fine green dashing)
and using the experimental masses (coarse grey dashing).

for the 243 calculation compared to the 163 calculation (see section 2.1). On the 243 volume

we can reliably extract and identify the spin of more states and determine their masses

with higher statistical precision, and we will therefore quote these as our final results.

In summary, we are able to interpret our spectra in terms of single mesons of definite

continuum spin subduced into various lattice irreps. This, along with the lack of any

significant volume dependence, is evidence that we are not observing multi-hadron states

in our extracted spectra; the distribution of such states across irreps would have a di↵erent

pattern. Further evidence is provided by observing that we do not extract energy levels

where we would expect non-interacting two-meson levels to appear. These points have

been discussed in detail in ref. [11].

6.2 Final spin-identified spectrum

Our final results, the well-determined states on the 243 volume, are shown in figure 14

along with experimental masses taken from PDG summary tables [21]; these results are

also tabulated in appendix A. The X(3872) is not shown because its JPC (1++ or 2�+)

has not been determined experimentally. In the plot, the calculated (experimental) mass

of the ⌘
c

has been subtracted from the calculated (experimental) masses in order to reduce

– 19 –

mπ=	400	

DD	
_

Galloway	et	al.	(HPQCD)	PoS	(LATTICE2014)	092	[arXiv:1411.1318]
See	also:

(extrapola3on	to	physical	point)

Mohler	et	al.,	Phys.Rev.	D	87,	034501	(2013)	[arXiv:1208.4059]

_

tHeavy	quarks:	Charmonium
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(with	meson-meson	operators)

Heavy-Heavy Heavy-Light

What	is	the	effect	of	nearby	thresholds?

Are	there	new	states?

c	s,
_

c	c
_

b	s
_

see	talk	by	Daniel	Mohler

Example:	DD	threshold	and	ψ(3770)	
Example:	DK	and	D*K	in	Dsn(*)

_
__

Example:	“level	hun3ng”:	X(3872),	Z(3900),	X(5568)	
Example:	BK	and	B*K	in	Bsn(*)

_ _
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Baryons
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Baryons	in															approxima3on
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Zillion	LQCD	papers,	
mainly	ground	states

realization of the symmetry above (e.g., [26,27]). For the
purposes of these comparisons, it is helpful to introduce a
spectroscopic notation: X2Sþ1L!J

P, where X is the
Nucleon N or the Delta !, S is the Dirac spin, L ¼
S; P;D; . . . denotes the combined angular momentum of
the derivatives, ! ¼ S, M, or A is the permutational sym-
metry of the derivative, and JP is the total angular momen-
tum and parity. This notation also is used in Table IV,
which we discuss now.

In the negative-parity N# spectrum, there is a pattern of
five low-lying levels, consisting of two N1

2
$ levels, two

N3
2
$ levels, and one N5

2
$ level. The triplet of higher levels

in this group of five is nearly degenerate with a pair of !1
2
$

and !3
2
$ levels. This pattern of Nucleon and Delta levels is

consistent with an L ¼ 1$ P-wave spatial structure with
mixed symmetry, PM . As shown in Table IV, the same
numbers of states are obtained in the SUð6Þ 'Oð3Þ classi-
fication for the negative-parity Nucleon and Delta states

constructed from the ‘‘nonrelativistic’’ Pauli spinors as we
find in the lattice spectra. The lowest two N#$ states are
dominated by operators constructed in the notation of
Eq. (13) as NM ' ðS ¼ 1

2
þÞM ' ðL ¼ 1$ÞM ! JP ¼ 1

2
$

and 3
2
$, while the three higher N#$ levels are dominated

by operators constructed according to NM ' ðS ¼ 3
2
þÞS '

ðL ¼ 1$ÞM with JP ¼ 1
2
$, 3

2
$ and 5

2
$. Similarly, the low-

lying Delta levels are consistent with a !1
2
$ and !3

2
$

assignment. There are no low-lying negative-parity S ¼ 3
2

Delta states since a totally symmetric state (up to antisym-
metry in color) cannot be formed. Consequently, there is no
low-lying !5

2
$, which agrees with the lattice spectrum. In

the nonrelativistic quark model [26], a hyperfine contact
term is introduced to split the doublet and quartet states up
and down, respectively, compared to unperturbed levels
and the tensor part of the interaction provides some addi-
tional splitting. The result is that the doublet Delta states
are nearly degenerate with the quartet Nucleon states as is

0.6
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1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

FIG. 11 (color online). Spin-identified spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas from the lattices at m! ¼ 524 MeV, in units of the
calculated " mass.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Spin-identified spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas from the lattices at m! ¼ 396 MeV, in units of the
calculated " mass.

EDWARDS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 84, 074508 (2011)
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Science 322 (2008) 1224-1227

QCD

Christian Hoelbling Kaon physics (A13)

2008	(BMW)

2013(HSC)Padmanath	et	al.,	Phys.Rev.	D91	(2015)	094502
Spin	iden3fica3on	up	to	7/2	

Padmanath	et	al.,	Phys.Rev.	D90	(2014)	074504

Hadron	Spectrum	Collabora3on	et	al.:	
Excited	levels
ccx	Baryons

ccc	Baryons

Brown	et	al.	PRD	90,	094507	(2014).	
Rubio	et	al.	(RQCD),	PRD	92,	034504	(2015)

Namekawa	et	al.	(PACS-CS),	PRD	87,	094512	(2013)
Alexandrou	et	al.(ETMC),	PRD	90,	074501	(2014).

VI. SUMMARY

We have derived results for the low lying energy levels
in all baryon channels (spin 1=2 and 3=2, both parities) for
baryons with light and strange valence quark content.
The light quarks were included as dynamical quarks in
the generation of gauge configurations by the Hybrid
Monte Carlo method. The quarks were implemented as
chirally improved quarks; the pion masses range from
255 to 596 MeV.

Figure 26 shows our results for the extrapolation (lead-
ing order chiral perturbation theory linear in m2

!) of the
finite volume energy levels to physical pion mass. We find
good agreement of the ground state energy levels with the
experimental values, where available. In some cases (e.g.,
in the ! and the " sectors) our results suggest the exis-
tence of yet unobserved resonance states. We use three-
quark interpolators for the baryons throughout and find no
signal for a coupling to dynamically generated meson-
baryon states in p and d wave channels. This is not so
clear for the s wave channels. These show several energy
levels close to ground states in the 1

2

!
channels. In these

cases there could be mixing with the swave meson-baryon
sectors.

We want to mention that for all our ensembles (i.e., over
the whole pion mass range) the Gell-Mann-Okubo formula
[60,61] is fulfilled with high precision. The values of the
combination of the spin 1=2 positive parity octet ground
state masses obey

!!!!!!!!
2MN þ 2M" !M# ! 3M$

2MN þ 2M" þM# þ 3M$

!!!!!!!!<0:03 (4)

for all pion masses studies here.
We analyze the flavor symmetry content by identifying

the singlet/octet/decuplet contributions. For the ground
states agreement with the expectations from the quark
model is found. In the 1

2

þ
nucleon channel the first excitation

is considerably higher than the Roper resonance and one
possible interpretation is that the physical state couples very
weakly to our interpolators. This may also be the case in the

$ 1
2

þ
channel, where the first excitation is dominated by

singlet interpolators matching$ð1810Þ (singlet in the quark
model) and the Roper-like $ð1600Þ (octet in the quark
model) seems to be missing.
We study the systematic errors due to the final choice of

interpolator sets and fit ranges and we also perform infinite
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FIG. 26. Energy levels for positive parity (top) and negative
parity baryons (bottom). All values are obtained by chiral
extrapolation linear in the pion mass squared. Horizontal lines
or boxes represent experimentally known states; dashed lines
indicate poor evidence, according to Ref. [48]. The statistical
uncertainty of our results is indicated by bands of 1", that of the
experimental values by boxes of 1". The strange quarks are
implemented in valence approximation. Grey symbols denote a
poor #2=d:o:f: of the chiral fits (see Tables V and VI).
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FIG. 25 (color online). Energy levels for # spin 3=2þ (upper
pane) and " spin 3=2þ (lower pane) ground states in the infinite
volume limit. After infinite volume extrapolation we extrapolate
to physical pion masses. We obtain m# ¼ 1431ð25Þðþ07Þ MeV
and m" ¼ 1540ð22Þðþ15Þ MeV.
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our results is indicated by bands of 1".
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Berkowitz	et	al.	(CalLat),Phys.	Le?.	B765,	285-292	(2017)

mπ=800	MeV	(u,d,s	flavor	symmetric	limit)	
spa3al	extent	up	to	4.6	fm	
par3al-waves:	S,	P,	D,	F no	annihila3on	diagrams	

(no	backtracking	quarks)!

Alarcón,	et	al.	(2017)	[arXiv:1702.05319]	
Nucleons	on	the	la1ce:		
np	scaOering	with	Nuclear	La1ce	Effec3ve	Field	Theory

Iritani,	T	(HAL	QCD)	(2016)	[arXiv:1610.09779]	
ΞΞ	interac3ons;	cri3cism	on	the	direct	(Lüscher)	method	
vs.	the	HAL	QCD	poten3al	method (Ishii	et	al.,	PRL	99	(2007)	022001)	
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Detmold	&	Nicholson,	PRD	93,	114511	
(2016)	arXiv:1511.02275

Low	energy	scaOering	phase	shiDs	for	meson-baryon	systems:

Ξπ+,		Σ+π+,	pK+,	nK+		

mπ=390	MeV	and	230	MeV	
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FIG. 3: Error ellipses for the scattering lengths and e↵ective ranges of the meson-baryon systems
in units corresponding to the intercepts and slopes of Fig. 2. The inner and outer bands represent
68% and 95% confidences, respectively.
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Chiral	extrapola3on:	
threshold	parameters
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Alexandrou	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	D88,	031501	(2013).[arXiv:	1305.6081]

Alexandrou	et	al.	PoS	LATTICE2015,	084	(2016);	[arXiv:1511.02752]

Decuplet baryon resonances Marcus Petschlies(a,c)

action L3 ⇥T mPS/MeV a/ fm L/ fm L5/a Nconf Nsrc

hybrid 283 ⇥64 350 0.124 3.4 16 210 4 indep.
unitary 323 ⇥64 180 0.143 4.5 32 254 4 coh.

Table 1: Parameters for the two ensembles used in this work. The last two columns give the number of gauge
configurations analyzed and the number of measurements per gauge configuration. For the hybrid action
these consist of 4 independent measurements per configuration, whereas for unitary action 4 measurements
are done using the coherent sequential source approach.

using the notaton T = t f � ti we thus write

hB⇤, t f |M B, tii = hB⇤ |e�H T |M Bi= hB⇤ |T T/a |M Bi= ax
sinh(d T/2)
sinh(aT/2)

e�Ē T , (2.2)

=

⇥
axT +O

�
d 2 T 3�⇤ e�Ē T

+ . . . . (2.3)

Eq. (2.2) gives the sum of amplitudes for a single transition in Euclidean time space for ti  t  t f

for a time interval T = t f � ti. For sufficiently small T d the hyperbolic sine can be linearized and
we have the leading time dependence as given in Eq. (2.3) where the ellipsis represent contributions
from multiple transitions, excited states and mixing with other states.

3. Lattice calculation

We perform the calculation using two gauge field ensembles: one with a hybrid action using
domain wall valence quarks on a sea of Nf = 2+1 staggered fermions at mPS = 350MeV [10] and
one with Nf = 2+ 1 domain wall fermions at mPS = 180MeV [11]. Initial results for the hybrid
action were reported in Ref. [9] and recent results for the unitary domain wall fermion action have
been given in Ref. [12]. We compile the parameters for the two ensembles used in our calculations
in Table 1. .

We consider the following transitions

D ! p N , S⇤ ! p L , S⇤ ! p S , X⇤ ! p X (3.1)

in the positive parity channel. In all four cases the energy level of the initial and final states are
the lowest lying states in the spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the relevant energy levels as measured in our
lattice calculation As can be seen, in the case of the hybrid action there is a significant energy gap
between the B⇤ and M B states for all transitions. For the case of the unitary action the energies are
much closer and thus the applicability criteria of the transfer matrix approach are better satisfied.
This is particularly so for the case of D ! p N and to a lesser degree still for S⇤ ! p L, where we
have a near-degeneracy of energy levels.

To extract the amplitude x in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) we construct a suitable ratio of single- and
two-hadron correlation functions

RB⇤
MB,k

⇣
t f � ti,~q,~k f ,~ki

⌘
=

Ck
B⇤�MB(t f �ti,~q)q

CB⇤�B⇤ (t f �ti)⇥CMB�MB(t f �ti,~k f ,~ki)
. (3.2)

3

	 (suggested	by	McNeile	et	al.	[UKQCD],	Phys.	Rev.	D	65	(2002)	094505	[hep-lat/0201006].	

No	phase	shiD	results!

Decay	parameters	from	ra3o	

Decuplet baryon resonances Marcus Petschlies(a,c)

action L3 ⇥T mPS/MeV a/ fm L/ fm L5/a Nconf Nsrc

hybrid 283 ⇥64 350 0.124 3.4 16 210 4 indep.
unitary 323 ⇥64 180 0.143 4.5 32 254 4 coh.

Table 1: Parameters for the two ensembles used in this work. The last two columns give the number of gauge
configurations analyzed and the number of measurements per gauge configuration. For the hybrid action
these consist of 4 independent measurements per configuration, whereas for unitary action 4 measurements
are done using the coherent sequential source approach.

using the notaton T = t f � ti we thus write

hB⇤, t f |M B, tii = hB⇤ |e�H T |M Bi= hB⇤ |T T/a |M Bi= ax
sinh(d T/2)
sinh(aT/2)

e�Ē T , (2.2)

=

⇥
axT +O

�
d 2 T 3�⇤ e�Ē T

+ . . . . (2.3)

Eq. (2.2) gives the sum of amplitudes for a single transition in Euclidean time space for ti  t  t f

for a time interval T = t f � ti. For sufficiently small T d the hyperbolic sine can be linearized and
we have the leading time dependence as given in Eq. (2.3) where the ellipsis represent contributions
from multiple transitions, excited states and mixing with other states.

3. Lattice calculation

We perform the calculation using two gauge field ensembles: one with a hybrid action using
domain wall valence quarks on a sea of Nf = 2+1 staggered fermions at mPS = 350MeV [10] and
one with Nf = 2+ 1 domain wall fermions at mPS = 180MeV [11]. Initial results for the hybrid
action were reported in Ref. [9] and recent results for the unitary domain wall fermion action have
been given in Ref. [12]. We compile the parameters for the two ensembles used in our calculations
in Table 1. .

We consider the following transitions

D ! p N , S⇤ ! p L , S⇤ ! p S , X⇤ ! p X (3.1)

in the positive parity channel. In all four cases the energy level of the initial and final states are
the lowest lying states in the spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the relevant energy levels as measured in our
lattice calculation As can be seen, in the case of the hybrid action there is a significant energy gap
between the B⇤ and M B states for all transitions. For the case of the unitary action the energies are
much closer and thus the applicability criteria of the transfer matrix approach are better satisfied.
This is particularly so for the case of D ! p N and to a lesser degree still for S⇤ ! p L, where we
have a near-degeneracy of energy levels.

To extract the amplitude x in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) we construct a suitable ratio of single- and
two-hadron correlation functions

RB⇤
MB,k

⇣
t f � ti,~q,~k f ,~ki

⌘
=

Ck
B⇤�MB(t f �ti,~q)q

CB⇤�B⇤ (t f �ti)⇥CMB�MB(t f �ti,~k f ,~ki)
. (3.2)

3
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Pion-nucleon	scaOering

For	a	recent	disp.rel.approach,	see	
Hoferichter	et	al.,Phys.	Rev.	LeO.	115,		
092301	(2015)	and	Phys.	Rept.	625	(2016)	1
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N*(1535),N*(1650)	
Nπ	nega3ve	parity

Kira3dis	et	al.,	PR	D	91,	094509	
(2015)	[arXiv:	1501.07667]

See	also	

CBL&Verduci,	PRD87	(2013)	054502		
[arXiv:1212.5055]
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baryon width decay %
p(938) - - -

N(1440) 250-450 Nπ 75–52
Nππ 30-40

through Δπ 20-30
through N(ππ)s 10-20

N(1710) 50-250 Nπ,Nω,Nη,ΛK, 
Nππ(Δπ,nρ,..)..

Parity	puzzle:	
why	not	+	-	+	-	?

1710
1650
1535

1440

938

“Roper”

parity	+ parity	-

Nπ	in	p-wave

πN	(1/2+):	And	what	about	the	Roper?
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Fig. 5. Current results for the positive-parity (left) and negative-parity (right) nucleon spectrum as reported
by the collaborations CSSM [8, 17] and herein, Cyprus [3], JLab [6] and Lang and Verduci [16]. Results for
the first two even-parity states of the nucleon are illustrated, while the first three states (identified by the colour
of the plot symbols) are presented in the odd-parity channel. Experimental results are illustrated on the vertical
dashed line at the physical pion mass. A consensus on the low-lying spectrum has emerged among these lattice
groups.

and pion are allowed. In contrast, Lang and Verduci [16] project the momenta of both the nucleon
and pion to zero, creating very strong overlap with the lowest lying N⇡ scattering state in the finite
volume of the lattice.

Both the JLab HSC [6] and CSSM [14] collaborations were able to resolve two low-lying resonant-
like states near the N(1535) and N(1650) of nature. They were able to do so without accessing the
lowest-lying N⇡ scattering state. However, Lang and Verduci found it necessary to include the mo-
mentum projected N⇡ interpolating field with their analysis techniques [16]. While some have argued
that the N⇡ scattering state must be observed to get the rest of the spectrum correct, this is not the
case [17]. Inclusion of the N⇡ scattering state is su�cient [16], but not necessary [17].

6. Have we seen the Roper?

In answering this question, one must have a formalism for connecting the finite-volume spectrum
of lattice QCD to the infinite-volume resonances of nature. The CSSM collaboration has been in-
vestigating Hamiltonian E↵ective Field Theory (HEFT) [19] to make this connection. Similar to the
original idea of Luscher [20, 21], HEFT provides a robust link between the energy levels observed
in the finite volume of lattice QCD and the Q2 dependence of the scattering phase shift. In this way,
the CSSM [18] has drawn on experimental data for the scattering phase shift, inelasticity and pole
position of the lowest-lying JP = 1/2+ nucleon resonance, the Roper resonance [22], and used HEFT
to predict the positions of the finite-volume energy levels to be observed in lattice QCD simulations
in volumes of ⇠ 3 fm.

The lattice simulation results from the CSSM and Cyprus collaborations employ three-quark
operators to excite the spectrum. For three-quark operators, the couplings to two-particle dominated
scattering states are volume suppressed by 1/L3. As both collaborations consider relatively large
lattice volumes with L ⇠ 3 fm, the HEFT states having the largest contribution from the bare basis
state are the states more likely to be observed in the lattice QCD simulations. For example, in the
ground state nucleon, the bare state is the dominant contribution, providing ⇠ 80% of the basis-state
contributions.

Figure 6 illustrates the positions of the energies from the HEFT calculation with one bare mass
coupled to N⇡, N�, and �⇡ intermediate states [18]. The colour coding of the lines denotes the
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Up	to	now	almost	all	studies	only	in	single	hadron	(qqq)	
approxima3on	(e.g.	CSSM,χQCD,	HSC,	ETMC,	BGR)

Typical	result:	“Roper”	level	too	high
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mass. In the figure we also show a curve obtained by
adding the pion mass to the curve describing the nucleon
mass. As can be seen, for all pion masses considered
here, the negative parity ground state is consistent with
the mass of the pion plus nucleon, indicating that this is
the two particle ⇡ N state in an S-wave configuration.

In Figs. 15 and 16 we compare the results of this work
with three other calculations available in the literature.
Namely, we compare with the result using a Clover im-
proved fermion action by the CSSM collaboration [19]
with a ' 0.09 fm, a calculation using anisotropic Clover
lattices by the Hadron Spectrum Collaboration [20] with
spatial lattice spacing as = 0.123 fm and a calculation us-
ing the Chirally Improved Dirac Operator by the Bern-
Graz-Regensburg (BGR) collaboration [21] and lattice
spacings between 0.13 and 0.14 fm. We note that the
lattice spacings for the two latter calculations are no-
tably larger than those used in this work giving rise to
issues about cut-o↵ e↵ects.

FIG. 15. The positive parity states of this work (filled and
open squares) compared with results from other groups, that
include a Nf = 2 + 1 Clover improved fermion calculation
by the CSSM collaboration [19] (red diamonds), a calcula-
tion using anisotropic clover lattices by the Hadron Spectrum
Collaboration [20] (open hexagons) and a calculation using
the Chirally Improved Dirac Operator by the Berlin-Graz-
Regensburg (BGR) collaboration [21] (yellow triangles).

The first observation is that all lattice results are in
agreement in the case of the mass of the nucleon. Fur-
thermore, in all cases results using twisted mass and
Clover fermions are consistent. The second major ob-
servation is that our data for the first excited state of the
nucleon in the positive parity channel are too high to be
identified with the Roper. In fact all lattice data except
the ones from the CSSM Collaboration are incompati-
ble with the Roper. Our result using Clover fermions
at m⇡ ⇠ 160 MeV remains high and shows no indica-
tion of converging to the mass of the Roper unlike the
result from the CSSM collaboration. We do not observe
a sharp change of slope as we decrease the pion mass as

FIG. 16. The negative parity states of this work compared
with calculations from other groups using the same notation
as in Fig. 15.

observed in Ref. [19] and therefore it is unlikely that this
discrepancy can be totally due to volume e↵ects, since
both our Clover calculation and the one in Ref. [19] are
on lattices of comparable pion mass and physical lattice
extent. In the negative parity channel our results are
consistent with the ones from the BGR collaboration.
We can clearly see that for all pion masses considered
the negative parity ground state is consistent with a ⇡N
state in an S-wave. To the statistical accuracy available
to us, the first excited negative parity state appears to
be converging to N�(1535), however the errors are too
large to draw concrete conclusions. It is clear from this
analysis that extracting the excited states is much more
challenging and more work is needed to fully understand
the low-lying spectrum of the nucleon.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have applied the variational method to
investigate the excited states of the nucleon. Two sets of
variational bases were used and the analysis of the result-
ing GEVP was performed using the standard approach
of fixing t0 as well as by varying t0 such that t0 � t/2
as advocated in Ref. [10]. Within the current statistical
accuracy, we found that for the nucleon excited states no
observable improvement is obtained as compared to fix-
ing t0. Limiting ourselves to the first excited state of the
nucleon in the positive parity channel su�ces to use the
�1 and �2 interpolating fields with the optimal smearing.
The former couples strongly to the ground state of the
nucleon whereas the latter to the first excited positive
parity state. Using these two interpolating fields we did
an analysis using Nf = 2 dynamical fermion configura-
tions reaching almost physical pion mass. Even at the
lightest pion mass of 160 MeV we see no evidence for the

Alexandrou	et	al.[ETMC],Phys.	Rev.	D89,		
034502	(2014)	[arXiv:1302.4410]

Fig. 1. The low-lying positive-parity spectrum of the nucleon observed in lattice QCD calculations circa Jan-
uary to March 2014. Figures are reproduced from the �QCD collaboration [1] (left) and the Cyprus group [2]
(right). Results from the Berlin-Graz-Regensburg (BGR) collaboration [4], Centre for the Subatomic Structure
of Matter (CSSM) [5], JLab Hadron Spectrum Collaboration (JLAB) [6], �QCD collaboration [1] and Cyprus
group (labelled Twisted Mass and Clover) [2] are presented.

2. CSSM and JLab HSC results

In the CSSM approach, a basis of nucleon interpolating fields is created from the three local
nucleon interpolating fields with various levels of gauge invariant Gaussian smearing [7] applied
to the spatial dimensions of the quark sources and sinks. The superpositions of excited states are
dependent on the level of smearing applied [5], such that linear combinations of the smeared sources
are constructed to isolate the states of the spectrum through the generalised eigenvalue problem. The
outcome of the calculation is a superposition of Gaussians of various widths. Indeed the pattern of
the superposition strengths contained in the eigenvectors is precisely that required to create nodes in
the excited state wave functions [8].

In the JLab HSC approach [6], a basis of interpolating operators with good total angular mo-
mentum in the continuum is developed. These are then subduced to the various lattice irreducible
representations by creating lattice derivative operators respecting the cubic symmetry of the lattice.
They find that the subduced operators retain a memory of their continuum antecedents to a remark-
able degree. While their approach resembles that of a single level of smearing in the quark sources
and sinks, the extended nature of their operators aids in isolating the eigenstates of the spectrum.

Fig. 2 presents a comparison of CSSM and JLab HSC results made as the HSC results became
available. Despite forming the correlation matrix in completely di↵erent manners, the qualitative
agreement is remarkable. One must remember that the spatial volumes of the simulations are di↵erent
and therefore the multi-particle scattering thresholds are di↵erent. The CSSM results have a volume
with side ⇠ 3 fm whereas the HSC results are from a smaller volume of ⇠ 2 fm on a side.

Indeed the most notable discrepancy in Fig. 2 is the first even-parity excitation at m2
⇡ ' 0.27 GeV2

observed by the CSSM. However, this is attributed to the volume dependence of the noninteracting P-
wave N⇡ scattering threshold given by E⇡ + EN with Ei =

q
p2 + m2

i and the momentum p governed
by the lowest nontrivial momentum on the lattice, p = 2⇡/L, where L is the length of the longest
spatial dimension. The CSSM point lies just below this threshold. The quantitative agreement between
all other states is surprising. The agreement at m2

⇡ ' 0.17 GeV2 for the first even-parity excitation is
particularly important in the discussion that follows.

2

Liu	et	al.	[χQCD],PoS	LATTICE2013		
(2014)	507,	[arXiv:1403.6847].	

Survey:Leinweber	et	al.		
(2015),	arXiv:1511.09146
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La1ce	baryon	spectroscopy	with	mul3-par3cle	interpolators	
Kira3dis	et	al.,[CSSM]	Phys.	Rev.	D	91,	094509	(2015).	
arXiv:1501.07667

Local	operators	used

(ududu)(x)(udu)(x) (udu)(p)	(du)(-p)

instead	of
(Stochas3c	source	method)

Kira3dis,	et	al.,[CSSM]	(2016);	arXiv:1608.03051	

No	Nπ	signal,	no	Roper!
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Our lattice levels below 1.7 GeV disagree with model I
based on the bare Roper qqq core, but are consistent with II
and (preferred) III with no bare Roper qqq core. In those
scenarios the Roper resonance is dynamically generated
from the Nπ=Nσ=Δπ channels, coupled also to a bare
nucleon core in case III. A preference for interpretations II
and III was reached also in other phenomenological studies
[6–9] and on the lattice [19], for example.

C. Hybrid baryon scenario

Several authors, for example [12,13], have proposed that
the Roper resonance might be a hybrid baryon qqqG
with excited gluon field. This scenario predicts the longi-
tudinal helicity amplitude S1=2 to vanish [58], which is not
supported by the measurement [59]. Our lattice simulation
cannot provide any conclusion regarding this scenario since
we have not incorporated interpolating fields of the
hybrid type.

D. Other possibilities for absence
of the resonance related level

Let us discuss other possible reasons for the missing
resonance level in our results, beyond the coupled-channel
interpretation offered above.
We could be missing the eigenstate because we might

have missed important coupling operators. One such can-
didate might be a genuine pentaquark operator. A local five
quark interpolator (with baryon-meson color structure) has
been used by [19] who, however, also did not find a Roper
signal. The local pentaquark operator with color structure
ϵabcq̄a½qq"b½qq"c (½qq"c ¼ ϵcdeqcqdqe) can be rewritten as a
linear combination of local baryon-meson operators BM ¼
ðϵabcqaqbqcÞðq̄eqeÞ by using ϵabcϵade ¼ δbdδce − δbeδcd.
Furthermore, the local baryon-meson operators are linear
combinations of BðpÞMð−pÞ. Among various terms, the
Nð1Þπð−1Þ and Nð0Þσð0Þ are the essential ones for the
explored energy region and those were incorporated in our
basis (7). So, we expect that our simulation does incorporate
the most essential operators in the linear combination
representing the genuine localized pentaquark operator. It
remains to be seen if structures with significantly separated
diquark (such as proposed in [60] for Pc) could be also be
probed by baryon-meson operators like (7).
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FIG. 7. (a) Analytic prediction for the eigenenergies E as a
function of the lattice size L, according to (12). The Nπ and Nππ
are assumed to be decoupled, and Nππ is noninteracting. The
curves show noninteracting Nπ (red dashed), interacting Nπ
based on experimental phase shift [55] (orange dotted), Nππ
threshold (blue dashed), proton mass (black), and Roper mass
(cyan band). The experimental masses of hadrons are used.
(b) Left: energy values from our simulation; right: the full violet
circles show the analytic predictions for the energies at our L ¼
2.9 fm based on the experimental phase shift data and elastic
approximation (same as violet circles in upper pane). We show
only the energy region E < 1.7 GeV where we aim to extract the
complete spectrum (there are additional multi-hadron states in the
shaded region and we did not incorporate interpolator fields
for those).
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resonance [8]. Our lattice spectrum is shown with circles on the
left. Qualitative comparison between the energies represented by
squares and circles can be made, as discussed in the main text.
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Beyond	the	single	hadron	approxima3on

Operator	basis	(1/2+)	allows	for:		
N,	Nπ	(p	wave),	Nσ	(s	wave)	
mπ=157	MeV

Our lattice levels below 1.7 GeV disagree with model I
based on the bare Roper qqq core, but are consistent with II
and (preferred) III with no bare Roper qqq core. In those
scenarios the Roper resonance is dynamically generated
from the Nπ=Nσ=Δπ channels, coupled also to a bare
nucleon core in case III. A preference for interpretations II
and III was reached also in other phenomenological studies
[6–9] and on the lattice [19], for example.

C. Hybrid baryon scenario

Several authors, for example [12,13], have proposed that
the Roper resonance might be a hybrid baryon qqqG
with excited gluon field. This scenario predicts the longi-
tudinal helicity amplitude S1=2 to vanish [58], which is not
supported by the measurement [59]. Our lattice simulation
cannot provide any conclusion regarding this scenario since
we have not incorporated interpolating fields of the
hybrid type.

D. Other possibilities for absence
of the resonance related level

Let us discuss other possible reasons for the missing
resonance level in our results, beyond the coupled-channel
interpretation offered above.
We could be missing the eigenstate because we might

have missed important coupling operators. One such can-
didate might be a genuine pentaquark operator. A local five
quark interpolator (with baryon-meson color structure) has
been used by [19] who, however, also did not find a Roper
signal. The local pentaquark operator with color structure
ϵabcq̄a½qq"b½qq"c (½qq"c ¼ ϵcdeqcqdqe) can be rewritten as a
linear combination of local baryon-meson operators BM ¼
ðϵabcqaqbqcÞðq̄eqeÞ by using ϵabcϵade ¼ δbdδce − δbeδcd.
Furthermore, the local baryon-meson operators are linear
combinations of BðpÞMð−pÞ. Among various terms, the
Nð1Þπð−1Þ and Nð0Þσð0Þ are the essential ones for the
explored energy region and those were incorporated in our
basis (7). So, we expect that our simulation does incorporate
the most essential operators in the linear combination
representing the genuine localized pentaquark operator. It
remains to be seen if structures with significantly separated
diquark (such as proposed in [60] for Pc) could be also be
probed by baryon-meson operators like (7).
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FIG. 7. (a) Analytic prediction for the eigenenergies E as a
function of the lattice size L, according to (12). The Nπ and Nππ
are assumed to be decoupled, and Nππ is noninteracting. The
curves show noninteracting Nπ (red dashed), interacting Nπ
based on experimental phase shift [55] (orange dotted), Nππ
threshold (blue dashed), proton mass (black), and Roper mass
(cyan band). The experimental masses of hadrons are used.
(b) Left: energy values from our simulation; right: the full violet
circles show the analytic predictions for the energies at our L ¼
2.9 fm based on the experimental phase shift data and elastic
approximation (same as violet circles in upper pane). We show
only the energy region E < 1.7 GeV where we aim to extract the
complete spectrum (there are additional multi-hadron states in the
shaded region and we did not incorporate interpolator fields
for those).
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left. Qualitative comparison between the energies represented by
squares and circles can be made, as discussed in the main text.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

Here we discuss the implications of our results, in
particular that only three eigenstates are found below
1.65 GeV. These appear to be associated with Nð0Þ;
Nð0Þπð0Þπð0Þ and Nð1Þπð−1Þ in the noninteracting limit.
The experimental Nπ scattering data for the amplitude

T ¼ ðηe2iδ − 1Þ=ð2iÞ for this (P11) channel are shown in
Fig. 6 [55].7 The channel is complicated by the fact that Nπ
scattering is not elastic above the Nππ threshold and the
inelasticity is sizable already in the energy region of the
Roper resonance.
The presence of the Nππ channel prevents rigorous

investigation on lattice at the moment. While the three-body
channels have been treated analytically, see for example
[39,57], the scattering parameters have not been determined
in any channel within lattice QCD up to now. For this reason
we consider implications for the lattice spectrum based on
various simplified scenarios. By comparing our lattice
spectra to the predictions of these scenarios, certain con-
clusions on the Roper resonance are drawn.

A. Nπ scattering in elastic approximation

Let us examine what would be the lattice spectrum
assuming experimentalNπ phase shift in the approximation
when Nπ is decoupled from the Nππ channel. In addition
we consider no interactions in the Nππ channel. The elastic

phase shift δ in Fig. 6 allows to obtain the discrete energies
E as a function of the spatial lattice size L via Lüscher’s
equation (12).
Figure 7(a) shows the noninteracting levels for Nð0Þ

(black), Nð0Þπð0Þπð0Þ (blue), and Nð1Þπð−1Þ (red). These
are shifted by the interaction. Also plotted are the eigen-
states (orange) in the interacting Nπ channel derived from
the experimental elastic phase shift with help of Eq. (12).
The elastic scenario should therefore render four eigen-
states below 1.65 GeV at our L≃ 2.9 fm, indicated by the
violet circles in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Three noninteracting
levels8 below 1.65 GeV turn into four interacting levels
(violet circles) at L≃ 2.9 fm. The Roper resonance phase
shift passing π=2 is responsible for the extra level.
Our actual lattice data features only three eigenstates

below 1.65 GeV, and no extra low-lying eigenstate is found.
Comparison in Fig. 7(b) indicates that the lattice data is
qualitatively different from the prediction of the resonating
Nπ phase shift for the low-lying Roper resonance, assum-
ing it is decoupled from Nππ.

B. Scenarios with coupled Nπ − Nσ − Δπ scattering

Our analysis does not show the resonance related level.
One reason could be that the Roper resonance is a truly
coupled channel phenomenon and one has to include
further interpolators like Δπ, Nρ and an explicit Nππ three
hadron interpolator. The scattering of Nπ − Nσ − Δπ in the
Roper channel was studied recently using Hamiltonian
effective field theory (HEFT) [8]. The σ and Δ were
assumed to be stable under the strong decay, which is a
(possibly serious) simplification. The free parameters were
always fit to the experimental Nπ phase shift and describe
the data well. Three models were discussed:

(I) The three channels are coupled with a low-lying bare
Roper operator of type qqq.

(II) No bare baryon; the Nπ phase shift is reproduced
solely via coupled channels.

(III) The three channels are coupled only to a bare
nucleon.

The resulting Hamiltonian was considered in a finite
volume leading to discrete eigenenergies for all three
cases, plotted in Fig. 8 for our parameters L ¼ 2.9 fm
and mπ ¼ 156 MeV [8].
In Fig. 8 we compare our lattice spectra with the

prediction for energies of JP ¼ 1=2þ states in three scenar-
ios. The stars mark the high-lying eigenstates Nð1Þσð−1Þ,
Δð1Þπð−1Þ and Nð2Þπð−2Þ [8], which are not expected to
be found in our study since we did not incorporate
corresponding interpolators in (7). The squares denote
predictions from the three scenarios that can be qualitatively
compared with our lattice spectra.
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FIG. 6. The experimental phase shift δ and inelasticity 1 − η2 as
extracted by the GWU group [55] (solution WI08). The dot-
dashed line is a smooth interpolation that is used in Sec. IVA.

7The experimental data comes from the GWU homepage [56].

8These are three intercepts of dashed curves with a vertical
green line at L ¼ 2.9 fm.
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Our lattice levels below 1.7 GeV disagree with model I
based on the bare Roper qqq core, but are consistent with II
and (preferred) III with no bare Roper qqq core. In those
scenarios the Roper resonance is dynamically generated
from the Nπ=Nσ=Δπ channels, coupled also to a bare
nucleon core in case III. A preference for interpretations II
and III was reached also in other phenomenological studies
[6–9] and on the lattice [19], for example.

C. Hybrid baryon scenario

Several authors, for example [12,13], have proposed that
the Roper resonance might be a hybrid baryon qqqG
with excited gluon field. This scenario predicts the longi-
tudinal helicity amplitude S1=2 to vanish [58], which is not
supported by the measurement [59]. Our lattice simulation
cannot provide any conclusion regarding this scenario since
we have not incorporated interpolating fields of the
hybrid type.

D. Other possibilities for absence
of the resonance related level

Let us discuss other possible reasons for the missing
resonance level in our results, beyond the coupled-channel
interpretation offered above.
We could be missing the eigenstate because we might

have missed important coupling operators. One such can-
didate might be a genuine pentaquark operator. A local five
quark interpolator (with baryon-meson color structure) has
been used by [19] who, however, also did not find a Roper
signal. The local pentaquark operator with color structure
ϵabcq̄a½qq"b½qq"c (½qq"c ¼ ϵcdeqcqdqe) can be rewritten as a
linear combination of local baryon-meson operators BM ¼
ðϵabcqaqbqcÞðq̄eqeÞ by using ϵabcϵade ¼ δbdδce − δbeδcd.
Furthermore, the local baryon-meson operators are linear
combinations of BðpÞMð−pÞ. Among various terms, the
Nð1Þπð−1Þ and Nð0Þσð0Þ are the essential ones for the
explored energy region and those were incorporated in our
basis (7). So, we expect that our simulation does incorporate
the most essential operators in the linear combination
representing the genuine localized pentaquark operator. It
remains to be seen if structures with significantly separated
diquark (such as proposed in [60] for Pc) could be also be
probed by baryon-meson operators like (7).
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Our lattice levels below 1.7 GeV disagree with model I
based on the bare Roper qqq core, but are consistent with II
and (preferred) III with no bare Roper qqq core. In those
scenarios the Roper resonance is dynamically generated
from the Nπ=Nσ=Δπ channels, coupled also to a bare
nucleon core in case III. A preference for interpretations II
and III was reached also in other phenomenological studies
[6–9] and on the lattice [19], for example.

C. Hybrid baryon scenario

Several authors, for example [12,13], have proposed that
the Roper resonance might be a hybrid baryon qqqG
with excited gluon field. This scenario predicts the longi-
tudinal helicity amplitude S1=2 to vanish [58], which is not
supported by the measurement [59]. Our lattice simulation
cannot provide any conclusion regarding this scenario since
we have not incorporated interpolating fields of the
hybrid type.

D. Other possibilities for absence
of the resonance related level

Let us discuss other possible reasons for the missing
resonance level in our results, beyond the coupled-channel
interpretation offered above.
We could be missing the eigenstate because we might

have missed important coupling operators. One such can-
didate might be a genuine pentaquark operator. A local five
quark interpolator (with baryon-meson color structure) has
been used by [19] who, however, also did not find a Roper
signal. The local pentaquark operator with color structure
ϵabcq̄a½qq"b½qq"c (½qq"c ¼ ϵcdeqcqdqe) can be rewritten as a
linear combination of local baryon-meson operators BM ¼
ðϵabcqaqbqcÞðq̄eqeÞ by using ϵabcϵade ¼ δbdδce − δbeδcd.
Furthermore, the local baryon-meson operators are linear
combinations of BðpÞMð−pÞ. Among various terms, the
Nð1Þπð−1Þ and Nð0Þσð0Þ are the essential ones for the
explored energy region and those were incorporated in our
basis (7). So, we expect that our simulation does incorporate
the most essential operators in the linear combination
representing the genuine localized pentaquark operator. It
remains to be seen if structures with significantly separated
diquark (such as proposed in [60] for Pc) could be also be
probed by baryon-meson operators like (7).
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(cyan band). The experimental masses of hadrons are used.
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2.9 fm based on the experimental phase shift data and elastic
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only the energy region E < 1.7 GeV where we aim to extract the
complete spectrum (there are additional multi-hadron states in the
shaded region and we did not incorporate interpolator fields
for those).
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scenarios the Roper resonance is dynamically generated
from the Nπ=Nσ=Δπ channels, coupled also to a bare
nucleon core in case III. A preference for interpretations II
and III was reached also in other phenomenological studies
[6–9] and on the lattice [19], for example.

C. Hybrid baryon scenario

Several authors, for example [12,13], have proposed that
the Roper resonance might be a hybrid baryon qqqG
with excited gluon field. This scenario predicts the longi-
tudinal helicity amplitude S1=2 to vanish [58], which is not
supported by the measurement [59]. Our lattice simulation
cannot provide any conclusion regarding this scenario since
we have not incorporated interpolating fields of the
hybrid type.

D. Other possibilities for absence
of the resonance related level

Let us discuss other possible reasons for the missing
resonance level in our results, beyond the coupled-channel
interpretation offered above.
We could be missing the eigenstate because we might

have missed important coupling operators. One such can-
didate might be a genuine pentaquark operator. A local five
quark interpolator (with baryon-meson color structure) has
been used by [19] who, however, also did not find a Roper
signal. The local pentaquark operator with color structure
ϵabcq̄a½qq"b½qq"c (½qq"c ¼ ϵcdeqcqdqe) can be rewritten as a
linear combination of local baryon-meson operators BM ¼
ðϵabcqaqbqcÞðq̄eqeÞ by using ϵabcϵade ¼ δbdδce − δbeδcd.
Furthermore, the local baryon-meson operators are linear
combinations of BðpÞMð−pÞ. Among various terms, the
Nð1Þπð−1Þ and Nð0Þσð0Þ are the essential ones for the
explored energy region and those were incorporated in our
basis (7). So, we expect that our simulation does incorporate
the most essential operators in the linear combination
representing the genuine localized pentaquark operator. It
remains to be seen if structures with significantly separated
diquark (such as proposed in [60] for Pc) could be also be
probed by baryon-meson operators like (7).
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threshold (blue dashed), proton mass (black), and Roper mass
(cyan band). The experimental masses of hadrons are used.
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2.9 fm based on the experimental phase shift data and elastic
approximation (same as violet circles in upper pane). We show
only the energy region E < 1.7 GeV where we aim to extract the
complete spectrum (there are additional multi-hadron states in the
shaded region and we did not incorporate interpolator fields
for those).
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Excuses

43

Why	LQCD	studies	did	not	(yet)	see	the	Roper?

Spa3al	size	of	operators	and	la1ce?

Pentaquark	operator	needed?

Coupled	channel	phenomenon;	some	channels	
missing	(Nππ,Δπ)?

Chiral	symmetry?
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Summary

Simple	hadron	propagators	give	excited	level	-	however,	their	posi3ons	
are	shiDed:	a	decay	channel	study	is	needed.	

The	Lüscher	formalism	(+extensions)	becomes	standard		

Light	quark	hadrons:	threshold	parameters	and	resonance	phase	shiDs	
become	available	for	2→2	processes,	approaching	physical	masses	

2→3	in	progress	

Heavy	quarks:	work	nicely	in	simple	cases	but	no	mul3-channel	study	yet;	
solves	quark	model	puzzles.	

Baryons:	some	results	for	Nπ,	but	not	always	conclusive;	in	the	near	
future	I	see	no	hope	for	trustworthy	results	>	1.7-2.0	GeV		

Model	calcula3ons	help	understand	the	LQCD	results	(and	vice	versa)

44
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The End




